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The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system operated by the National Institute of Education.
ERIC serves the educ ionaI community by disseminating educational
research results and o er resource information thit can be used in devel-
oping more effectiv educational programs.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Manalkement, one of several
clearinghouses in the system, was established at the University of Oregon
in 1966. The Clearinghouse and its companion units process research ,

reporti and journal articles for announcement in ERIC's index and
abstract bulletins.

Research reports are announced in RE'SOUICeS in Edticative(R1E),
available in many libraries and by subscription for $38 a yealirom the
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Most of the documents listed in RIE can be purchased through the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, operated by Computer Micro-
film International Corporation.

Journal articles are announced in Current Index to Journals in Edu-
eation. (WE is also available in many libraries and can be ordered for
$44 a year from Macmillan Information, 866 Third Avenue!, New
York, New York 10022. Annual and semiannual cumulations can be
orderecl separately.

litesides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse
has another major function information analysis and synthesis. The
Clearinghouse .prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, state-of-the-
knowledge papers, and other interpretive research studies on topics in
its educational area.
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FOREWORD

With the School Leadership Digest series, the National
Association of Elementayy JSchi)01 Principals adds another
project to its continuing program of publications designed to
ofli:r school leadersifssential information on a wide range of
Critical concerns in education.

The School Leadership Digest is a series iif monthly reports
on top priority issues in education. At a time when decisions
in edu ation must be made on the basis of increasingly om-
plea it formation, the Digest provides school adthinist ators
with oncise, readable analyses of the most important ends
in sr ools .today, as,well as points up the practical i
tions c research findings.

By special cooperative arrangement, the series draws on
the extensive research facilities and expertise of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educational Management. The titles in the
series were planned and developed cooperatively by. both
organizations. Utilizing the resources of the ERIC network,
the Clearinghouse is responsible for researching the' topics
and preparing the copy for publication by NAESP.

The author of this report, Jerry' Higley, is employed by'
the Clearinghouse as a research analyst and writer.

Paul I.. ilouts
Directorof Publications
NAESP

Stuart C. Smith
Assistant ,'rector and EditA



INTRODUCTION

The inservice training of whc p! principals is such an impor7
tint issue at the moment that even the name one gives it takes
on significance. Some groups, would prefer to call it continu-
ing education. Others ,would drop the terrneweducation" or
"training" on the, grliunds that they suggest courses and
.degrees, and would call it something like "professional de-
velopmetu." Whatever the designation, inservice training is
important because it concerns not only individual profes-
sional growth Ina- also the status and nature of the principal-
ship itself as an educational institution.

The individual growth rought about by informal reading,
writing, consultation, an travel is simple to accomplish but
hard to control and evil tate. The demand for accountability
has made it increasing) necessary for the schools to engage
in more formal method of inservice training.

In addition, prinei als themselves are growing more and
more uneasy about eir ,effectiveness, and especially about-
what is expected of them. And there is a general feeling in
educational circles hat the principalship isn't providing the
leadership appropriate to its office. As Kuralt puts it, "The
overriding reason for ineffective educational leadership, is
lack of compete skills. Lack of competence is not the same
thing as incom etence; it occur" when people don't know
what they're su posed to do or haven't been properly trained,
to do it."

School dis lets, professional associations, State depart-
ments of edu andruniversity educators are all tackling
the proble of principal training. Each group has its own
perspective nd its own responsibilities. The success of inserv-
ice trainin programs for principals depends on the coordiny.
Lion achie ed by these various groups.

In ad' lion to being a means of keeping principals up-to-
date,an bailing them' out of emergencies, inservice training
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can 1>ecome a more radical lovccior changing the structure
of the .principalship. What is the nature and status- of the
princlpars role? is the principal to be a master teacher pri-
marily concerned with supervising and evaluating instruction,
ok a \manager, coordinating the work of other professionals
and concentrating on pnblic relations and accounting? A dis-
ciplit arian. or a visionary humanist? Some concerned` parties
would phase out the principalship altogether as ',in -anachro-
nism in the educational system.

This paper relates these different concepts of the princi-
pal's role to training theories and methods. Given /that the
underlying purpose of principal training is to develop compe-
tency skills, how is this training best achieved?

Three important issues underlie this question, and this re-
port reviews recent efforts to resolve these issues: (1) What
are the skills necessary to be an effective principal? (2) Wha
are the most effective methods of teaching these skills? (
Ilow can these methods he designed, implemented, and coor-
dinated to ,greatest advantage for the principal, the school,
and the community?

8



/ THE RATIONALE AND PURPOSE

46.

Nearly all principals now come from the ranks of teachers
and are tenoned in graduate schools of education. The next
step up th educational ladder of success is from the teacher's
desk to the principal's office, and must-graduate schools re-
quire teaching experience f their prospective administrators.

There are, in fact, more people trained and certified to be

principals than there arc jobs%vailable. In New York4tate in
1969, five years before the "current" surplus, there were
15,000 certified principals available and only 203 openings.
In spite of this surplus of academically qualified personnel,
the need fur inseivice training is of high priority, according
to most sources.

Agreement on, the Need

In addition to the more obvious reasons for stressing such
training, Brown offers others that arc not so obvious. First,
he claims that principals arc not properly prepared. He cites
two studies (by Goidhammer and Becker and by the UniVer-
sity Council for Educational Administration) that demon-
strate virtually no relationship octwecn effectiveness on the
job irnd formal preparation, and a third (by Gross) that shows
a negative correlation between the quantity of formal prepa-
ratlon and leadership on the job.

Brown also believes that bringing principals up out of the
ranks of teachers has not proved satisfkctory, since those se-
lected are likely tol be the people who have been the most
cooperative and least likely to have demonstrated leadership
abilities. Samson also makes this poir.t very emphatically. "I
am not only questioning the relevarnt of teaching as a prepa-
ration for becoming a principal. Wha / am suggesting is that
being a teacher for a number of -years may be in most in-

stances antithetical to being an i'ducational leader or vehicle
of change."

3
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Nearly everyone agrees that it is harder to be a principal
now than it used to be, t-al Brown summarizes this difficulty
very well. "Parents *ant both the status andand innovative
programs; teachers associations and uni sAr more assertive;
teachers must be eValtrated with more h atic, yet more legal-
istic procedures; con rontations often 'replai:e requests, and
decisions Must be btth strong and wise, yet obtained by
consensus." .... '

Atither reason wh principals should be given lung over-
due attention is that t cy lack the mobility of other educa-
tional administrators. hey arc more tied to the local -area to
begin with, have less s atus, and now id the financial crisis
are less likely to be mo ng on to better-paying'posmons.

Brown mention, that the position of the principalship has
essential and fundamental importance because it can affect,
in a way that no other poiition can, the day-to-diiy operation
of...thyschool, the actual behavior of teachers and students,
and their relationships.

Brown further explains why more attention hasn't beet
paid to the principalship up to ow. First, the importance 0
the position has not generally been acknowledged, and, be-
cause of -this, it has had low iority in most budgets. In hi
view, there is little help currently available for principals 1
draw on. And finally, and perhaps most importantly of all
principals are reluctant to ask for help, fearing that such it
request will he used as evidence of weakness and ineffective-
ness and will eventually result in a negative evaluation from
superiors.

.
Disagreement on the Purpose

Although there is widespread agreement that inservice train-
ing for principals is necessary, there is considerable disagree-
ment over what such training is supposed to produce. Its
purpose, clearly, is to improve the competence of principals,
but what this competence consists of is hard to pin down.

'Those groups (such as university education departMents)
taking the existing system for preparing'priticipalaor granted

4
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tend to emp asize panic skil
gest ways t4 teach tho c skills
\that teach ng.

Typical 4* this ot look is a
rante: "In eneral preservice

competencies and sug.:
test the effectiveness nf

,--

ogrfrb y Lutz and Fen
on shintld stress the

development of hf savior that vii permit and.facilitad long-
Ieihlf admini!trat c practice. Continuing educa-

tion should Ar9s behavith ii wcific .situationt limited by
time and spat. , based on t e general skills learned during
preservice ech .at ion."

From this point of view w major purposes of inservice
training are overed in the ft ur areas outlined by Pharis.

Keeps g up with the rofrssion. The .principal has to
read is widely as po sible and keep in contact with
othct principals, in oklition to working within the
explEctations of his . ehool and district. Ile shout be
aware of hot ti the t woretical and practical consid
lions that will'affe his position.

.

Translating them-, into practice. This area invoIV cs
leittning about t e job, how to apply preservice traif-
ing, and how ) get the fed (); leadership and its

attendant resp nsibilities.

Filiin,rin tlw aps. There arc always circumstances and
factors for, which preservice training can never pre,
.pare the principal. Discovering them can often be as
perplexing as learning how to deal with them.,

increasing efficiencr. Routine matters of day-todiy
school operation can take up large blocks of time if
the principal feels comfortable doing them, or they
can be completely left to slide if he doesn't. icither

extreme can be avoided :only by attending to die ap-
propriate priorities and learning how to be efficient.

1

A number of other observers, including many practicing
admin.'strators, tend to gnestilm the existing preparatory sys-

tem and call for more radical measures for chmising principals
and retraining them. Wayson, for example, concludes that the

e
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single major problem with thc principalship is the lack of /
effective leadership, and that the system as it npw'stands not

. only does not encourage leadership in its prinaipali, but dcses
much to destroy leadership potential. "Graduate schools and
school districts are not the places to develop leaders." , ,

/ This view perhaps has more :o do with/preservice training,
but does have conkquences for inservic paining as well, es-

/pecially since it itpflks that gOtKI prin Is need not come .*.'
from the ranks o graduate students or t achers.

Merrow, Fos er, and Estes maintain t t an effective princi-
pal needs only "integrity, the capacity or leadership, and an
inclination toward a life of the ifnind,"i which-/indudes "hu-
mane learning and the habits cf reflection andrintrospection."

If this attitude became widespread, Ole method of select-
ing principals would be altered. and along with it the purposes
and scope of inservice training:"

6
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o startlingly _new methods",ior the inservice training of

.prin ipals have beZn itetroiltic d in the last five years. But
.th teratur . has included an nereaging number of inservice
plan. , reflecting a developin concern uver the problems that
princip s face. This chap-tr urVeys.eurrent training programs
and touch .s ion the variotis leas of interest found in the lit-

,

eratttre. .., -.

Informil Me_thodi

;41'he term "inservice training" usually suggests formally or-
Onized programs. However,- there are numerous ways princi-
pals can informally increase their effectiveness by developing
theirleadership potential and sharpening their skills. Although
most of these informal activities are commonplace;itheit help-
fulness shuld not he overlooked in the attempt to find new
perspectives.

:Self-Evituation

Systematic self-evaluatiraican allow princi als to distance
themselves from daily job involvement, pro ng new per
-griectives on their professional performance. is process of
evaluation encourages principalto make beneficial. changes
in the administration of their schoOls.

Ti e study and performance rating sheets can assist the
print pal in discovering what kind of job is being accom-
ph!. ed and in what areas it might be worthwhile to consider
cila ges. Time studies involve the analysis, by percentage, of
th amounts of time the principal spends in his or her various
ac ivities. Performance rating sheets are checklists of essential

Hies that allow the principal, to rate himself according to
%v well he believes he<accomplishing these duties.
if, a example, a principal discovers thatibe is spending

of 30 percent of his time in teacher conferences, and if he

13
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has rated his performance in this area as fairly low, then he
can canclude that this area requires additional attention. In-
formal performance indicators, such as time -studies and per-
formance rating sheets, might show the need for the priripal
to become involved in more formal types of inservice pro-
grams.

In a recent series (I ;trticles, entitled "Chautauqua '74:
The Remaking of ,the Principalship" and published. in four.
,consecutive issues 0.1 the National Elementary Principal, one
point is made consistently. If principals do not,hecome more
involved in defining Pick own roles in education,
tion process will he carried on by outside forces, perhaps. to
the detriment of both principals and/gchool systems in gen-
eral. One way for the principal /to ensure an active part in role
definition is to engage in accuraye, thorough self-evaluation.

The col idence to creatively define his role, is a quality
that the p needs in,-order to be a good leader. Thi4,...9
confidence de;ends in part on the possession of appropriath
skills, but it also comes from the ability to see things more
realistically. According to Wayson,

Frequently, what is denounced as the overpowering resistance
of the system is really an inexact assessment of what is possible
and an overblown projection of what signifies success.... The
constraints on the prin ;pal, like constraints on most people,
arise primarily from the way he chooses to view himself, his
world, and his role. To transform his role, he must see himself
and his surroundings in a different way.

Other Individual Activities

Reading. This means of viewing (ineself and one's surround.
ings "in a different way" ought to be so obvious as to he
hardly worth mention. But .the literature still emphasizes that
principals spend far too little time reading. Even such a hectic
job as the school principalship requires time out for reflection
and consideration of the best that has been said in hooks, hot
only about cdticatitm but about psychology, sociology, his-

tory, literature, anel popular culture. Reading is one more
device the principal has Igt keeping in contact with his

14



immediate community, with the wider civic of the world
community, and with humanity's best and most essential
ideas,

Writing. Principals certainly shou 1not leave the writing to
the professionals or the professors. etting ideas down on pa-
per can be an important means of gaining additional perspec-
tive on a job, creating for the principal an additional medium
for contact and dialogue. Even if the writing is not intended
for publication, the discipline required can be valuable for
scrutinizing one's own ideas and utilizing the ideas of others.

Travel. In addition to more formally organized travel for
specific purposes, informal travel experiences can also con-
tribute to the principal's individual growth.

All these individual activities can be aided funds 'and
sabbatical time allotted by school districts, but ey without.
such -assistance, the principal ''inust take advantltge of any
means he can to aid his own development.

Community Participatioi
There are various ways .that the principal can inf rmally

involve himself in group. activities. Every opportuili should
be taken to enhance the image of the principalship aid to in-
crease the principal's contact with the community. Every-
thing from leading a Boy. Scout troop to coaching the girls'
track team can improve' the principal's community relations,
as well as teach him more about the community he serves.
The call for the 1970s is to carry on the interest in involve-
ment from the '60s.

Formal Programa

Inservice training programs are designed by either univer-
sity departments of education or professional organizations.
The differences in points of view between, these two groups
have resulted in emphasis on different methods, though in
many cases overlap exists. The academic point of view has
gravitated increasingly toward the methodology of science and
the development of competcncy-Wased curricula. The profes-
sional point of view has most often had a more humanist base.

9
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Academic Emphasis: Skills Development

'those who intend to make a' science of principal prepara-
tion are concerned with isolating the particular skills a princi-

\ pal needs and designing a program to develop those skills.
Katz divides administrative skills into three categories

technical, human, and conceptual:

TeChnical skills involve an understanding of variables,.
meihods, and procedures, as well as theabiliw to work
with these elements.

Human skills relate to one's capacity to understand
and work with people, encouraging cohesive group
behavior. ,

Conceptual skills are .those concerned with co re-
hension of the organization as a whole and the ility
to recognizeinterdepen dence of roles.

McCleary
;
and. McIntyre have developed a comprehensive

model based on these three skill areas and have added three
levels of conlepttence to be attained: familiarity, understand-
ing, and application.. Any particully task that a principal
would be expected to perform -coltfathen be analyzed by
skill area and level of competence, andlypropriate methods
could be applied.-

Seventeen .Major methods of instrueliqn are considered for
use in this model, and their usefulness for any particOr skill
or level has been determined. For example, simutAtion; hu-
man relations training, clinical study, team -- research, and
internships have proved effective for teaching technical com-
petencies.

ti For teaching conceptual skills, such methods as case stud-
ies, scenarios, individualized instructional packages, com-
puter-assisted instruction, laboratory approaches, gaming,
simulation, human relations training, and clinical study have
been most:Atieful. For human skills, human relations twining.
has been by far the most satisfactory, -

But different' methods can be appropriate for the different
levels of learning as well. At the familiarity level, leading is



. .

the best method. But at the understanding level, case stud-
ies, scenarios, individualized instruction packages, computer -
a'ssisted' instruction,.laboratory training, gaming, simulation,
human, relations training, clincial study, and team research are
more effective. At the level (rf application, simulation, human
relations training, clinical study, team research,and intern-
ship are the best methods.

Although teaching is still conduct d primarily along well-
established lines with courses, lectu s, discussions, reading,
research, and papers, these methods ge ittle attention in the
literature ancl are gradually being replace with procedures
that allow the student more organized situations for interac-
tion with the material: .,.

Sinudation. Simulation is to pk a popular method. of study
that can he an important part of any inservice program. The
University} Council for Educational Administration (UCEA)
and other *pulps, as well as particular univrsities,.- have ik-
veloped packages providing the principal with many attual-
situations that require attention, and testing hilrbehaviOr in
a variety :of contexts in a short - period of time, without the
pressure of the real situation.-Lt actively involves him in the
material in a way that few other methods can. .

COst is it
k major problem in simulation, but more packages

are ben produced regularly, and in the near future more
may he available at a better price. Although students rate.
simulation highly, and it seems especially suited/for teaching
skills of analysis, .assessing its overall effectiveness is difficult.
One series 'of 'studies cited by McCleary and McIntyre indi-
cates that there is little relationship between the in-basket
simulat ion exercises and on-the-job performance.

Case Studies and Scenarios. Case studies and scenarios are,,.
less expensive, are more easily assembled, and take less or-
ganization than do simulation exercises. They do not get as
dose to the real situation since they are colored by the pre-,,
parer, but they can nevertheless cover a Wide range of situa-
tions. Case studies are written, taped, or filmed descriptions
of complex situations faced by principals and are readily
available. Scenarios, the open-ended forms of case studies,

I I
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present a problem without a solution andcan he effective in
Studying rate playing and small-group problem-solving.

Haman Relations Exercises. Human relations exercises are
attempts to translate research findings of behavioral scientists
into laboratory exercises, designed to help the individual to

\...understand and accept himself and others, and to develop
. Operational skill in interpersonal relations. More commonly

said sensitivity training or a variety of other names, this
method seems to have a deep and lasting effect on the partici-
pants and, for this reason, depends greatly upon the expartise

., of the groitp leader. It can be highly effective, but, in the
hands of an incompetent leader, it can be dangerous. There
is much research t vailable in the literature, but it is still dif-
ficult to gain access ) good leaders.

Gaming. Gaming is a method incorporating aspects of simd-
lation and laboratory training with the added element of
competition. It is tui expensive method, and few gamei are
now available, but Audents generally find it stimulating 'and
helpful.

Thtse are only a Iw of the more innovative ppptdar
methOds of instruction currently bylugd.tised for the joiervice
train;} of principals. In general /they are well receivedby
studenis, and the literature contains many reports of their
suixt;ssful use. But many of the methods' ire expensive, re-
quire qualified resource personnel who are\scarce, and also
tate "Substantial apounts of time for implementation. Access
to instructional niatcrials is still not as easy as it needs to be.

Older forms of instruction are! cheaper, more easily organ-
ized, and no farther away than the- tieirrest university. A
course here and there or a seminar" on a given. topic of ifti-
mediate concern still seem to he the norm for inservice pro-
grams. .

Institutes, worlt.!hops, and conferences tmq Utilize any or
all of the various methods of instruction and are increasingly
available *rough universities or professional organizations.
The Variety of both tnethOds and content in these programs
is great, and almost all of them are evaluated hy the par-
ticipants as successful.

12



Professional Concern: Leadership .

It is not accurate to say that ,all working principals object
to academic training or that all professors of educationen-
dorse competenc -based programs of insttuction. But .it is

true that the most vocal of the practitioners 'see problems in
the training of principals that cannot be solved by newer and
better courses and methods of instruction, whereas the Ina-

,
"jority of university educators prefer keep training centered
in the university. .f

For Thost professionals the central oncern is the issue of
!rade ship.. Rather than isolating panic lar skills because they
are identifiable; these practitioners ould prefer to range
wider in order to build up the image ( f the principalship and
to encourage the quality of lcadershi , by whatever means,
at preservice and inservice training levels. This, they insist, is,
not done: now, and probably cannot be done Ofectively '
within thc system as it now exists.

In summing up the articles in the Chautauqua series,

. VcNally says that "whatever the reason, the papers reflect
. Put most principals are not exercising the vigorous leadership

for instructional and program improvement that most of the
.v. authors believe should be the principal's primary concern."...

Thc difficulty in summarizing suggestions for improving
lea ership in the principal's office points up the fact that there
ar few specific data to go on. The emphasis is on cooperation,
0 )enness, and relevance to the principal's actual needs. Some
advocate such procedures as pairing a4ministrators, exchang-
ing principals, 4 Lowther ways broadening the perspective of
the administrator through some form/of outside contact.

This point of view- depends more on the orgAization 4)f
the informal methods of self-development and growth men-
tioned earlier in the chapter than on any particular program.

Merrow, Foster, and Estes describe "networking," essen-
tially a human relations exercise, but for and by principals,
without the academic trappings:

What the administrator went through did not . resemble
training. No one told him, "These are the problems ,facIng
schools, and here i* what you should do." No one said; "Hre

.11-11'!)
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are some training exercises that'we wbuld like your reaction
to.'" And no one said, "Tell me your problems." Instead, he
discussed his problems with his peers (which perhaps led to
some new ideas),. did some problem exircises, and
identified some behavior patterns of indivi andgroups.

42.14.z .Regardless of the direction that the moritrbf InserviCe
education taja, the prinCipalship.!,caii, only be improved,
whether it be based an fundamental Structural changes in
the process of selecting and training principals, or 'whether
it be based on the proliferation of more ...economical and
accessible programs within tse existing system. Either alter-
native would likely prove more succeSsful than the limited
assistance that now filters down to-400 beleagured occupants
of the principals' offices.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION AND COORDINATION: 1
0 OF.PROGRAMS .1

Educational, tlieorists and prac inripals agreC that
if inservice training programOre to be effeCiic, some long-

range `planning is necessary. loo matter how successful a given
program is, tittle will be accompliihed unless someone, takes

. the-responsibility for providing a systematic plan for getting
the principals and the training.togethgr.

School Districts

For the most part this responsibility has been/left to the
individual school - district, and educators prefer that it
remain there. But up to now, s ool districts hafe niit placed
a high priority on inservice training of 'principals. Drachler
refers to a recent questionnaire that was senft to 50 large
cries. Of the 34 cities that replied, only one school district
had an ongoing inservice program for its administrators.

Whether the impetus comes .from the principal himself,
the district, Or the professional organizations, it is clear that
some type of comprehensive process would be valuable.
Raither than trusting to random procedures in crisis. situa.
turns, this procesAshoyld involve both the immediate and

IT''Iong.range needs or the principal and the district.

A Comprehensive Plan

Lu4 and Ferrante have suggested a comprehensive process
that would allow the school diskrict to set up inservice pro.
grams as they are needed. lt has six basic/stages and cari,be

. applied to both the overall inservice..pregram and specific
objectives within such a program.

Obtain commitment to continuing education. The first step .

in this process may l'Ac the hardest to achieve. The administrar
tors and. Ideal school boards would have to recognize the:
central position that principals occupy in the educational

.4
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'system and be willing to give a high priority to their inscrvice
training. The high costs of consultant fees, materials, and'
travel are major obstacles in most districts:. It might turn out,
however, that by carefully determining ongoing needs, the
expense would be little more than current costs of meeting
certification requirements and emergencies.

Assess needs. Lutz and Ferrante emphasize that all con-
cerned groups in the district should be consulted in deterMin-
ing its needs, including teachers, itizens groups, parent-teacher
organizations, advisory committee and stuilents. Surveys and
questionnaires can be used for this purpesc.

can review their personal,competencies in light of, the needs
and determine' what type of outside help might be necessary. \.

Develop objectives. After establishing the priority of these
needs, performance' objectives should by.developid in.beliav-
ioral or measurable terms, identifying "the expected results

of the activities of a program taking place under certain con-
ditions and with a definite purpose in mind."

kterm"ine activities. At this stage plans should be made to .

discover what specific activities will accomplish the objec-
tives. Emergency needs should be taken care of first by plan-

ning primary activities and possible alternatives. Activities for'
future goals can then be considered.

Prepare evaluation plan. If the objectives arc written "in
performance. terms with minimum specifications for each ac-1

tivity," appropriate evaluation procedures can be determined4
Consultants can aiiin drawing up evaluation plans for particti
far activities and iTe overall continuing education program.'

Develop budget and finalize plan. At this point a refined\
estimate of the cost can be submitted to the school board

along with the proposal. If approval is given, the program can
then be implemented.

When new needs are determined, the process is repeated.

Private Agencies

. A few private Altanization, such as CI-'K Ltd. of Engle-
wood, Colorado, are "available, not only to provide specific
consulting services but also to develop ongoing programs for
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school districts. But here again the school districts must ini
tially be con.inced of the need to.provide such a program and
be able to budget for it.

Most of the comprehensive plans for inservice training, like
those; of Lutz and Ferrante and C1:1( Ltd., Utilize coinpe
tency-based instruction and performance-baiCa evaluation as
the backbone of the program. \

,
Professional Organizations

Since school districts generally have not been receptive to
the idea of high-priority, ongoing programs or, even.if they
were, been able to provide. the necessary funds, many authors
advocate turning to other sources fit help. Many believe that
the professional organizations are the. appropriate agents to
design comprehensive plans for inservice training.

But principals have different backftounds, interests, biases,
and plans. Organizing them into a functioning unit is as dif-
ficult as coordinating plans between school districts and us+
versifies. But Wayson believes that the National Association
of Elementary School Principals is the group that can most
easily overcome the parochialism of principals and can exert
the most power on behaltof the principalship:"

Wayson proposes a comprehensive program of inservice
training that would be initiated by NAESP and would draw
on as many other agencies as possible. In addition to ,pro-
viding retraining, the program would serVe to raise the profes-
sional stature of principalst'Onetsimportant phase wodld be to
move the basic training Centers out of the ordinary graduate.
school program, much in the way that the medical profession
has withdrawn from the university.

This program involves the use of university resources, but
the local university (the smaller ones, he suggests) would serve
simply as part of a regional network to serve regional needs
and would be coordinated by what he calls a National Con-
so' rtium for Developing School Leadership. A "Natiotial Fac-
ulty" would clevekp and regulate the curriculum. The
membership for this group would be drawn from tuilversities,
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professional Associations, school districts, industry, g(ivern-
lient, and other related social science and humanities fields;
and would also include outstanding practicing principals. If
such a program were to achieve sufficient status, it could be-
come virtually a certifying body by awarding certificates that
Would need to be Periodically renewed. It could supply the
nudge to stir the school districts out of their slumber. This-
plan would also take into account the continuing surplus of
principals prepared by university graduate programs.

But even this program would ,have to contend 'With the

usual gaps between theory and practice, as well as with the

political manuevcring of various' groups. Wayson's program
could compete with university principal preparation programs
by offering a viable training, alternative. Whether or not such
competition actually arose, it is certainly possible that uni-
versity program directors could perceive this new educational

o approach as a threat.
And as the principal squires greater professional au-

tonomy, he could also acquire increased political clout in
the local, state, and federal arenas. Upper echelon school

administrators could even come to -feel threatened by their
principals' greater professional and political impact.

But politics being what they are, Brown, among others, is

doubtful that the professional organizations can be looked
on as any more receptive to genuine local needs than are the
universities. Rather than construct a nationally organized pro-
gram, he suggests that what is needed are more alternatives,
more possibilities for training, and more sources of guidance.

Ile believel that state departments of education might be

one other place to look for leadership in this area. According
to Brown, the state departments could ally themselves with
state teachers gehlteges to turn these colleges into inservice
centers, since they are already turning out.too many graduates
who cannot find jobs.

Brown also presents plans for a hew kind of institutions to
serve. principals and administrators exclusively. Although the
universities are now the most important sources ol.belp for
inservice training through providing consultants, instructors,



materials, and research, they cannot be as responsive to pro-
fessional needs as the new institutions could.

He believes that the new inservice centers, to prevent re-
peating past mistakes, should avoid such characteristics of a
university as "course requirements, degree programs, credits,
a faculty reward system that emphasizes scholarly research
rather than teaching and learning, ingrained attitudes and tra-
ditions, and the built-in inertia familiar to all institutions."

But unfortunately; he fails to indicate who should create
and sponsor these" new institutions. It is also questionable
whether this kind of institutional proliferation can actually
accomplish the goal of coordiniping inservicc resources:4mo
tically speaking, the solution would seed to lie More in uti-
lizing existing structures than in creating other variables to
complitate the coordination process.

The Problem of Prestige
r:

The whole. business of initiating and coordinating prograRs
of inservicc training involves three basic issues: (i) funding,
which in turn depends on (2) interagency cooperation, which
in turn depends on (3) the prestige of the principalship.

To many authors, the most damaging aspect of current in-
service programs is that they giveincipals an image of them:..,,,.
selves as trainees, still students M subordinate positions. To
people already trapped in middle-management positions, self-
image can be a thorny issue. The problem involves how to
keep principals abreast of developments in their field and at
the same time give them the status they feel they deservein
other words, how to admit weakness in order to gain strength.

The major complaint running through all the literature is
that the educational system at all levels is too entrenched in
its ways, too afraid to be flexible and allow things to ake
their natural course. The principals, the universities, nd
school districts all have their vested interests. To Itioien up
somewhat in order to make gains for everyonefor education
itselfis difficult and painful, but seems to be a necessary
first step towarcl revaalized inservice education. f
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THE PRINCIPAL'S\ ROLE

- Virtually all authors calling for the upgrading OT inservice
training accept the bask notion that the principal is'ome of
the key figlires in the whole educkitkcjnal process, if nit the
central figure.

Becker and his colleagues, in..a book colorfully guliiitle
Beacons of Brilliance and Potholes of Pestilence, Conch,
that although more stitic44needed t isolatAhe character .

istics of a good principal:4-serteralidescripiion can be
tempted. For. the most part; the Boon schools, the "beaco
of brilliance," were manned, by principals that were chr
made leaders. .

The exemplary principals worked well with teaches s,
delegated authority, and worke4,.for change. They oft n
attempted to rut district red tape'to accomplish what th y
considered meaningful goals and were, not ,afraid to take ris s.

Some writers, however, disagree with the basic pre se

that the principal is the central figure. While admitting t at
in some rural areas r ;ncipals glaihfaiti4ome semblaneeo an
older power sltrhatire and that a few dynamic people ev in
urban districts can exercise a certain amount of power,lthey
insist that the principal is essentially a functionary and_tliat
movements in -education arc Consistently reducing his eaten-
tial for leadership.

/From this point of view; reforming the goals of inservice
training.is an unrealistic dream, only contributing further to
the frustrition that thc principal already feels. Instead of
creating a climate in whiat the principal can bihIsme..better
at what he is allowed t do, the greater role expectaliona
fettered by inservice lea ership training make him feel even
more inadequate in comp rison. its.

,Ayers expresses this view by describing the 'overwhelming
forces----societal, organizaittmal, and sociological and psycho-
logicalthat determine the principal's role for tim.
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The major societal factor restricting the principal is the
basic uniformity of all American education. The large turn-
oser of teachers and principals requires standardization, and
it is perpetuated by the mobility of the population, the
national character of colleges and graduate schools; national
testingoraernal trxtbooks, and national curricula.:

The organizational factors center around the restriction of
power by teachers and students from the bottom and super-
intendems, from the".top. The principal has no effective means
a punishing or rewarding either teachers or students; both
bypass him by going- directly to higher a ministration to
register complaints and to receive benefits.

As psyi Itigie41 and sociological factors, Myers cites
'studies by Coleman and Stephens indicat'ag that various

. changes in instructional conditions make little difference in
iht final educatiPnal outcome. To credit the principal, with
the ability to become the key agent for change is meaningless.

Myers- -also draws heavily on the idea that the principal
isn't capable of becoming all that the visionaries project for

°him. 'F,Av people can become wise enough and learned enough
to do the kind of job, that many experts are/prescribing for
the principal.

txtenthng this idea bile step further are those like Hoban
who would eliminive the principalship altogether. According
to -Hoban, principals should be eliminated for the following
te,IsAms:

. The principal cannot he a change agent in instruction
because of the nature of his authori(arianfretalionship
with teachers.

The principal is reluctant to delegate authority he-
, came of h:s own accountability.

Administrators by their very nature are tommitted.th
the status quo.

Eliminating the principalship. could result simply in chang-
ing the name of the job, because certain tasks still must be
performed, whether they arc. done by a principal or head
teacher. The real issue is not so much what 'Out person is
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called, but, what specifically he is called on to do and how he
can best get it done.

The two major choices seem to be whether the principal'
is an overall leader or a mediator. At the moment many
principals are trying to be both, but, being pressed on all
Sides, mediacti6n is increasingly their province.

Whether they are to become more than mere conciliators
and middlemen probably depends on the people who mike
up the principalship in the future. Regardless of what meth-

°. cods of inservice training are devised and made available, what
matters is what the principals, individually and collectively,
will settle for. If dissatisfaction is great enough, the "typical"
principal may cease quieting the waters and start causing a
few ripples of his own.

22
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CONCLUSION

The amount of literature dealing with the inservice training
of principals is extensive and is growing steadily. yhat was in
the past an, overlooked area of education is now receiving
appropriate attention. Programs 'are being designed, and at-
tc made to make them fit the genuine require-
ments of the tin rtl.

Most authors see t principal as beset by restrictions on
all sides. and are convinced that he must be trained to over-
come those restrictions. For some, surmounting these limita-
tions means developing more and better training methods,
courses, and facilities, and encouraging better financing by
the districts. To. others it means changing the selection proe-
ess, emphasizing and encouraging the qualities of leadership
at all levels of training.

But the fundanu question of what the principal is
primarily to be is largely undecided. Some say that he spends
too much time on managerial duties and others that he is
to be only a manager.

. It is clear that the principalship is caught Up in the turmoil
of educational change. Future advances in inservice training
will depend on how that change affects the office of the
principal whether it grows in importance, shifts its focus,

for recedes into the background.
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